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Axium tables come in a variety of materials, shapes, sizes and heights.  Clear and white back 
painted security glass provide an affordable, attractive and durable surface for café and break 
areas.  Wood tops feature an elegant expressed plywood knife edge to match our Cempa side 
chair oak and walnut finishes, while the simple white laminate tops pair well with the X and disc 
bases.  Most tops are available in occasional, lounge, desk and bar heights and are offered with 
bright metal or black matte base finishes.    

Timeless Form. Modern Design.
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Clear

White

The Axium range includes half-inch thick tempered safety glass tops with a beveled edge, secured 
to machined aluminum discs by aviation epoxy. Offered in clear or white back painted, their slender 
profile pairs well with both the clean die cast aluminum x base and lustrous brushed disc base.  

Contemporary and Chic
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Walnut

Oak

Axium wood tops are produced through an innovative process that imprints book matched, quarter 
cut oak and rotary cut walnut wood grains directly onto FSC-certified birch plywood cores.  The 
sides are then cut to a knife edge and finished in a matching stain to express the natural beauty 
of the ply. A multi-step curing process makes the tops resistant to liquids and inks and delivers a 
visual consistency without dye lot or staining variations.

Innovative Finishes. Sustainable Design.
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Table Heights Base Options

X-Base and Column

Finishes: 
Polished or Black Matte

Glass

Wood

Laminate

Finishes: 
Brushed Stainless Steel or Black Matte

Disc Base and Column

Table Surface Edge Detail

42” Bar Height

29” Desk Height

26” Lounge Height

17” Occasional Height

Clear Glass White Back Painted Glass

24” x 24” 
Shaped

24” x 24” 
Square*

30” Diameter 
Round

30” x 30” 
Square*

36” Diameter 
Round

36” x 36” 
Square *

42” Diameter 
Round

72” x 36” 
Conference

* Only avaiable in wood
See price list for additional sizes

48” x 30” 
Shaped

Designer White 
Laminate

Oak Walnut
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Environmentally printed on FSC certified paper using soy based inks


